BOOK COVER BOARD

RED LABEL® BINDERS BOARD, and GLOBAL® GRAPHIC BOARD
These products are made from 100% recycled fiber and are very resistant to warp, while exhibiting a high degree of
surface smoothness.

Red Label® 4900 - High Density Binders Board
Red Label 4900 is a premium high-density solid board product that meets or exceeds all NASTA specifications for
elementary and high school textbooks. It’s used for textbooks, high-end coffee table books, reference books, photo
books, religious books, and any other books where durability is essential.

Red Label® 4200 - High Density Binders Board
Red Label 4200 is a high-density solid board product that also meets or exceeds all NASTA specifications for elementary and high school textbooks. The primary difference from Red Label 4900 is density, making it slightly lighter. It’s also
used extensively in textbooks, photo books and other types of books where long-term durability is essential. For jobs
requiring FSC-certification we offer Red Label 4200 – FSC, which is made from 100% post-consumer waste.

Red Label® NS - Medium Density Binders Board
This is the perfect grade for books that don’t need to meet the NASTA specification for density. It’s made the same
way as the other Red Label grades, but is lighter weight, making it a great utility board. It’s proven to outperform it’s
peers in the market, and is ideal for college text books, trade books, ring binders, and a variety of other applications.
Red Label Options:
 Full size sheets, cut-to-size panels, and spines.
 Standard calipers are .070, .080, .088, .098, .110, .120, and .160
 Custom sheet sizes and calipers upon request and subject to minimum order quantities.
 No minimums on standard calipers, standard full size sheet sizes, and cut-to-size panels.

Global® Graphic Board
This FSC-certified grade is a true graphic board, manufactured by the world’s largest producer of graphic board,
Smurfit Kappa. This low density board is ideal for trade books, ring binders, game and puzzle board, and packaging.
It’s light weight, durability, and precise tolerances make it a wise alternative to other graphic boards.
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